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1 . Introduction

The packet level of the CCITT Recommendation X,25 describes how

the virtual circuit communication service of public packet-switched dat a

networks can be used . The recommendation contains in particular a speci-

fication of how to establish and clear virtual circuits through a given

DTE .-DCE interface . We comment in this paper on the following three aspect s

of these procedures for call establishment and clearing :

(a) The recommendation contains state diagrams to clarify the operatio n

of the DTE-DCE interface . The reader may assume that the diagram s

show, at each instant in time, the unambiguous state of the interface .

This is, however, not always true since the DTE and the DCE may be in

different states .

(b) We have analysed the operation of the interface using a finite stat e

validation method, and have found that in some rare cases a con-

flicting situation (i .e . when the DTE and the DCE are in different

states) may sustain through the repetitions of some cyclic behavior .

(c) The procedures of X .25 are very symmetrical . However, the packet leve l

call establishment procedure contains a non-symmetrical element for th e

handling of call collisions . We consider as alternatives some symme-

trical procedures for this purpose .

For each of these aspects we try to explain the problem and give some sug-

gestions for its solution .

2 . State description

Figure 1, copied from Recommendation X .25, shows the packet leve l
DTE/DCE interface state diagram for establishing and clearing a virtua l

circuit through a given logical channel . It gives the impression that th e
DTE and DCE are always in corresponding states . However, it is to be note d

that the two way simultaneous data link which is used for the exchange o f

packets between the DTE and DCE, the link access procedure (level 2 o f

X .25), admits the possibility that several packets are in transit betwee n

the DTE and DCE in both directions, Therefore the DTE and/or the DCE migh t

do certain state transitions by sending packets before the other side doe s

the corresponding transitions when receiving the packets . This may lead t o
conflicting situations as explained by Belsnes and Lynning [1 ] . For
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example, due to particular timing relations between different packets ,

the interface may arrive at a "state" where the DTE is in state 3 (DC E

waiting) and the DCE is in state 6 (DTE clear request) .

Such conflicting situations could also result from the unreliabl e
operation of the environment in which the protocol is implemented . The fol-
lowing reasons could, for instance, be responsible for an unpredicted beha-

vior :

1 - The transmission medium (link level procedures) do not functio n

properly ; packets are received erroneously, or are lost or duplicated .

2 - The protocol is not properly initialized .

3 - One party does not follow the prescribed protocol due to a software

or hardware bug .

We believe that the possibility of such "conflicting situations "
must be taken into account for the validation of any protocol . It is there -

fore better not to use a single state diagram for describing the communica-
tion interface, but to describe both communicating partners by two distinc t

(and possibly different) state diagrams . In the case of the X .25 packet

level virtual call establishment and clearing procedure, we obtain th e
diagrams of figure 2 [2 ] . We note the similarity of these finite stat e

diagrams with the original X .25 specification (see figure 1), however, w e
show explicitely the error handling and have introduced minor restrictions ,

as explained in the section below .

	 Stability

In the section above, we pointed out that, for different reasons ,

though exceptionnally, the DTE and DCE may be in different states . This
is what we called a conflicting situation of the interface . We believe

that a good protocol should show stability in respect to such situations ,

in the sense that it should recover directly to its normal mode of opera-
tion in the case of an initial or intermittent perturbation in the synchro-
nization of the two communicating subsystems, introduced for whatever reason .

We have analysed the X .25 virtual call establishment and clearing procedur e

using a finite state validation method [2 ], and found that the procedur e

is not completely stable (in the sense explained above) .

For simplifying the analysis of the protocol, we have made two

minor restrictions in respect to the original X .25 specifications :

(a) a cA (clear request) and an tint( (clear indication) may not b e
sent from the states 1,2,5 and 1,3 respectively, an d

(b) the DTE and DCE do not receive messages in the states 3,7,E an d

2,5,6,E respectively ; incoming messages have to wait until the sub -

system is in a receiving state .
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Reasons for introducing restriction (a) are given by Belsnes an d
Lynning [1 ] . Without these restrictions the procedure is even mor e
unstable .

The results of the analysis are shown in the Table and in
figure 3 . The table shows for a number of different cases and for eac h
possible state of the DTE, the states in which the DCE could possibly b e
during a period of reliable operation and at an . instant when no packets
remain within the queues of the link level access procedure . We note that
cases (d) and (e) only apply when the link access procedure does not
function correctly . The results for case (b) show that certain conflictin g
situations, once introduced by one of the mechanisms discussed in Sectio n
2, may remain during a period of reliable operation . The reason for thi s
is the possibility of undesired cycles within the operation of the protoco l
not leading back into the normal mode of operation . The cycles are shown
in figure 3 . For example, cycle (2) starts in a situation where the DT E

is in state 3 and the DCE is in state 6 and no packets are in transit .
The cyclic transition occurs when the DTE sends a ct (clear indication )
and simultaneously (i .e . while the packets sent are still within the queue s
of the link access procedure) the DCE sends successively a coot/ (clea r
confirmation) and Li'w (incoming call), which is allowed according to th e
procedures . The reception of these packets will lead back to the situatio n
in which the cycle started .

These undesired cycles could be avoided by introducing in state 1
of each subsystem (DTE and DCE) a time delay larger than the transmission
time of the link access procedure . If these time delays are included in
the protocol then the protocol is stable in respect to any perturbation s
due to an unreliable environment, as indicated by the results in the table .
More details are given in [2 ] .
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Table : Adjoint states for the X 25 virtual call connection protoco l

For a number of different cases the table contains, for each

state of the DTE, the states in which the DCE could possibly be durin g

a period of reliable operation at an instant when no packets remain t o

be delivered by the link level procedure .

basic protocol (see figure 2), and error-free transmission medium :

case (a) : with initial synchronization

case (b) : without initial synchronization (the DTE and DCE ar e
initially in conflicting states )

same protocol with time delay in state 1, (see text) with or withou t

initial synchronization

case (c) : error-free transmission medium

case (d) : with detected transmission error s

case (e) : with detected transmission errors and packet los s
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4 .	 Symmetry

Although, in the application between a public data network an d
a user DTE, the communication interface does not need to be symmetrical ,
the X .25 protocol is symmetrical in most of its aspects . As far as th e
establishment and clearing of virtual calls is concerned, the finite stat e
machines for the DTE and DCE in figure 2 are equivalent except for th e
actions taken in state 5 . (We note that the packets neq and inc., acc

and con, and cL and ,i.nd respectively are identically coded, so tha t
the DTE states 2,3,6 and 7 correspond to the DCE states 3,2,7 and 6 res-

pectively) . The difference in state 5 is the handling of call collisions :
the DTE has priority over the DCE ; the latter will normally confirm th e
call requested by the DTE .

For certain applications, such as the direct communication of two
DTEs or internetwork communications, a balanced mode of operation with X .2 5

would be desirable . For this purpose the problem of call collision coul d
be handled in one of the following ways (each one being a refinement of th e
X .25 specifications) :

1 - In state 5, both subsystems send a clear packet (c

	

or ,i.nd

respectively) .

2 - Both subsystems can play the role of either party, DTE or DCE .

The second alternative presents the disadvantage that the role o f
each subsystem must be chosen prior to the operation of the protocol . Thi s
could be done through the operation of a human operator or by a lower leve l
protocol . The first alternative presents the problem that in the case o f
calls colliding on the same logical channel number, a racing condition
occurs . In order to cut short the racing, one could choose different fixe d
time-outs for the two subsystems . This choice seems to us just as problem-
atic as the choice necessary in the second alternative . Another possibility
is to choose the time-outs randomly .

We also note that, if alternative 1 is adopted, call collision s
could occur on all virtual channel numbers, whereas when alternative 2 i s
adopted it would make sense to extend the specifications of X .25 indicating
that the next free channel number is to be chosen differently by the DTE
and the DCE (for instance in increasing and decreasing order, respectively) .
Then call collisions can only occur on the last free channel number . (W e
note that in addition to these call collisions on a given logical channe l
number at the DTE-DCE interface, end-to-end DTE-DTE call collisions may occu r
which are not detected by the X .25 procedures, and must be handled by highe r
level protocols) .
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5 . Conclusion s

The X .25 virtual call establishment and clearing procedure can b e

described by the two finite state machines of figure 2, which represent th e

operations of the DTE and DCE respectively . We have noted that the use o f

two distinct state diagrams describing the two communicating partners pro-

vides a clearer specification of the protocol than the use of a single dia-
gram showing the "state" of the interface .

A validation analysis 12 l shows that the protocol is not comple-
tely stable in respect to perturbations due to special circumstances [ 1
or an unreliable environment . Some undesired cycles of non-synchronize d

operation may pertain for some time after the occurrence of an initial o r

intermittent perturbance in the synchronization between the DTE and DCE .

Although it is very improbable that such cycles will occur during the opera-

tion of the protocol, a good protocol design should avoid such instabilities .
In this case, the cycles can be avoided by introducing appropriate tim e

delays .

For a balanced mode of operation, two alternative methods are dis-

cussed for the handling of call collisions on a virtual channel number . Th e

methods either involve the choice of different priorities for the two sub -

systems, or admit the possibility of racing . We wonder whether there exist s

any (other) method that is completely symmetrical in respect to both sub -

systems and avoids racing conditions completely ?
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